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ANNUAL SUMMER
BOOK AND FILM REVIEW

-

(Members: Please consider contributing to our

book reviews for next year’s issue.)
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THE BEAUTY ACADEMY OF KABUL

Documentary Film Director: Liz Mermin

Review: Lauryn Oates

The Beauty Academy of Kabul is a documentary made by American director

Liz Mermin. This film, shot over several months, documents an unusual proj-

ect funded by well-known cosmetic companies such as M.A.C. and Clairol,

and fashion magazine Vogue, to found a beauty academy in Kabul, in the

post-Taliban frenzy. The film follows a group of American and Afghan-

American hairdressers who come to set-up the school and train the first

rounds of salon students. The film has lots of potential for a lively plot, with

unassuming hairdressers from the American Mid-West finding themselves

facing the realities of a still devastated Kabul, and the endless challenges of

setting up such a project in Afghanistan’s post-conflict environment. Yet

overall the film fails to capture the spirit of Afghanistan, or to communicate

in an inspirational way the stories of the women who sign up to attend the

school. It is, nevertheless, an original snapshot of life in post-Taliban

Afghanistan and profiles a unique approach to women’s empowerment.

You can view a trailer for the film at:

http://www.beautyacademyofkabul.com/
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THE PUNISHMENT OF VIRTUE: INSIDE

AFGHANISTAN AFTER THE TALIBAN

Author: Sarah Chayes (Penguin Books, 2006, ISBN 9781594200960)

Book Review: Janis Raphcuk

This book begins and ends with the assassination of the Kabul Chief of Police,

Muhammad Akrem Khakrezwal, a personal friend of Sarah Chayes, and also,

in her eyes, the only “good guy” in the whole political scene which represents

present day Afghanistan. In between, Chayes demonstrates her keen insight

into what went wrong on the way to democracy in this war-torn country.

Unlike other journalists Chayes lived with local families during her time in

Kandahar, often dressing as a man, driving herself around in her jeep, learning

to speak Pashtu with a Kandahari accent, and exploiting her personal connec-

tions with the Karzai family. She is obviously not your normal Western

reporter. This all lends credence to her political astuteness concerning the rea-

sons for the Taliban resurgence: the ineffectiveness of President Karzai and the

charming façade which masks his inability to stand up to the warlords; the fact

that Pakistan supports the Taliban in its bid to destabilize Afghanistan in order

to further its own objectives; and the total lack of policy on the part of the US

government, with its constant rotations of military staff, some of whom have

an understanding of the situation, but most having no wish to learn, and

believing whatever the local Pakistan-paid informers tell them. It is also due

to the fact that US support goes to Afghan warlords such as Gul Agha Shirzai

(the former governor of Kandahar) who intercepts the funds, depriving citizens

of much needed aid and enriching himself and his cronies. In response to this

injustice, Chayes joined an NGO, Afghans for Civil Society, in the hopes of

helping the local people. Her first project was to raise funds to help rebuild a

village bombed by the US after 9/11. She raised funds in the States and

returned to accomplish the work. She then founded Arghand

(www.arghand.org) a small cooperative providing licit business and income

generation for Afghans in the Kandahar area through use of locally grown fruit

that is processed into a unique line of soaps and oils. Sarah is busy marketing

these skin products worldwide—a small endeavour but so far successful.

This book is an excellent inside look at the Afghanistan of today and the ways

people cope with what is often an intolerable situation. Chayes does not shed

much light on the plight of the women in this world, as she actually has little

to do with the females in the population, but it is a must read for its political

analysis.

It is Chayes’ encounters with the powers at play in Afghanistan that point out

the hopelessness of certain situations---powers that consistently back the

‘Shirzais’ of the system and rarely, if ever, support the ‘Akrems’.

Is there hope for Afghanistan? Sarah Chayes still believes there is.
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A MILITARY HISTORY OF AFGHANISTAN

Author: Stephen Tanner
(Perseus Books Group, 2003, ISBN: 0306812339)
Book Review: Lauryn Oates

This poignant book may cause some to cringe, the word ‘military’

bringing to mind overly detailed accounts of armed exploits and con-

quest. And while you may cringe at descriptions of some of the more

violent episodes of Afghanistan’s history of wars and attempted inva-

sions, you will not be able to put this book down until you finish it.

This superbly written page-turner by a distinguished ‘Afghano-phile’

and military historian, Dr. Stephen Tanner, is one of the rare books,

like Ahmed Rashid’s “Taliban”, which truly illuminates the

Afghanistan of today through a better understanding of the conse-

quences of the past. The book starts with absorbing accounts of

Alexander the Great’s adventures through Balkh, Mazar, Kandahar

and into Persia and goes right up until the defeat of the Taliban in

2001-2002. It also covers wars with the Indians, major inter-tribal

wars and civil conflicts, the three Anglo-Afghan wars, and the Soviet

period. Tanner’s insights and analysis will help you draw your own

conclusions about the impact this long history of foreign interference

and attempted invasion has had on the Afghan psyche, and indeed,

the physical environment and governance structure of the country

today. But his natural story-telling ability will keep you at it. Highly

recommended!

While the following two autobiographies are not specifically about Afghanistan, they are most rele-

vant to our work. These are stories of remarkable women who have overcome unbelievable obstacles

in their lives to accomplish very concrete objectives.

DAUGHTER OF PERSIA by Sattareh Farman Farmaian

This book set in Iran documents a woman’s journey from her father’s harem to the US to obtain a degree in Social

Work. She then returns to her beloved country where she sets up the Tehran School of Social Work to help the

poverty stricken people of that city and surrounding area. Although very highly regarded by both the people she is

helping and the ruling elite, it does not prevent her from being imprisoned and having to flee the country during the

1979 revolution. An amazing story of a courageous woman trying to better the lives of her people. Definitely

worth reading.

LA PRISONNIERE by Malika Oufkir

This book set in Morocco follows the privileged upbringing of a general’s daughter from the King’s palace where

she lives as a playmate for his daughter. However, after her father tries and fails in a palace coup she and the rest

of her family are jailed under the most atrocious conditions for 18 years in the desert before they finally escape and

manage to bring media attention to their plight. After another 5 years of house arrest she and her family are

allowed to leave and begin life anew in France. Oufkir’s indomitable spirit and will to survive are what makes this

autobiography inspiring.
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BARAN (2001)
Film Written and Directed: Majid Majidi
(http://www.cinemajidi.com/baran/)
Review: Sole Laskey

This Iranian film portrays the situation of Afghan

refugees in Iran. As they flee their country to escape the

Soviet Union invasion, their status and lack of docu-

mentation only allows them to access low paying jobs

as illegal workers. It also shows how some women have

to become their family’s providers by taking on physi-

cally challenging jobs and sometimes even having to

disguise themselves as men. It’s a heart-warming movie

that shows how in all situations love, compassion and

generosity can be found.

FURTHER VIEWING/READING:

Books:

A Thousand Sacred Suns
Author: Khaled Hossein (Kite Runner)

Films/Documentary:

Unveiled Threat

The Giant Buddahs
Motherland Afghanistan
Scared Sacred
www.skyreporter.com
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THE PLACES IN BETWEEN

Author: Rory Stewart

(Harcourt/Harvest Books, 2006; ISBN 0-15-603156-6)

Book Review: Janis Rapchuk

Rory Stewart writes about his physical and personal journey

walking across Afghanistan, retracing the steps of 15th cen-

tury emperor Babur who retreated across Afghanistan on his

way to found India’s Mogul dynasty. Stewart started his jour-

ney shortly after 9/11; just a few months after the Taliban

were deposed. We never really find out why Stewart decid-

ed to walk across Afghanistan; in fact, he may not have had

a reason other than the one that mountain climbers use to

explain why they climb mountains: because they are there.

His story is a fascinating account of an Afghanistan still

medieval in nature, where life is harsh, where poverty,

hunger, and cruelty are common, but also where there is still

hospitality for a traveller and where the people share what

little they have with a stranger who is doing what to them is

an incomprehensible journey.

At each village he asks directions to the next, following a

route along the old Silk Road. Each village is the distance

apart that a man can walk in a day. Along the way he encoun-

ters reminders of the 25 years of war. Open land with no evi-

dence of sheep droppings is most likely mined. His first state

appointed “guides” have no qualms about shooting at chil-

dren just to see them scatter, and one former Taliban com-

mander is considered to be living in high style because he

owns a water pump, a wood-burning stove and an outhouse.

Along the way, Stewart adopts a huge abused and neglect-

ed dog that he names Babur. This dog becomes a true trav-

el companion for Stewart, at one point pushing Stewart to

overcome his urge to lie down in the snow and succumb to

hypothermia. Instead he gets up and pushes on to the safe-

ty of a village. Along the way he also encounters evidence

of earlier civilizations, of a rich history largely ignored by

the world, and now being ransacked by the locals who see

the figurines and pottery shards as a way to earn a little

money to support their families. Stewart, who has a greater

understanding of the significance of

these cultures does not however

berate the people for their lack of rev-

erence for the past. In fact, one of the

main points that comes through in the

book is his obvious admiration for the

people of Afghanistan. He is knowl-

edgeable about their diverse history,

politics and dialects, and has over

time learned to speak Persian,

enabling him to interact with the peo-

ple without the use of an interpreter.

His description of the villages them-

selves, the interior of the dwellings,

the inhabitants, the rugged mountains

and swift flowing rivers makes this a

travel book with a difference.




